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ABOUT REPORT

This report is Kimpur's first 
sustainability report and based on the 
principles of ensuring the continuity 
of production and diversity and 
meeting our own needs without 
compromising the needs of future 
generations. The purpose of this 
report, which covers the strategies, 
targets, performance and progress 
within the economical, environmental 
and social fields in 2021, is to provide 
our stakeholders with the opportunity 
to evaluate the impacts of our 
activities and actions performed 
for measurement, monitoring and 
improvement with an aim to ensure a 
sustainable life for future generations.

The information contained in this 
report covers the activities between 
January 1, 2021 - December 31, 
2021. This report has been issued in 
accordance with the GRI Standards: 
Core option.

The main components of the report 
include the values of environment, 
society and innovation determined by 
us within the scope of Sustainability 
Strategy of Kimpur in 2021. Our 
environmental approaches which 
have been adopted in line with the 
product, energy, waste, water, carbon 
and plastic managements to minimize 
the damage to nature in our activities 
have been discussed under the title 
of “Adding Value to Our Nature”; our 
efforts to find solutions to the needs 
of society in the regions where we 
operate within the scope of our social 
approaches under the title of “Adding 
Value to Our Lives”; and our efforts 
to ensure a sustainable growth in line 
with our economic approaches under 
the title of “Adding Value to Our 
Business”.

In all our business regions, we comply 
with laws and corporate ethical 
values, and work with the principle 
of the awareness of social and 
environmental responsibilities that 
we spread among all our employees.

You may submit your questions, 
feedback and suggestions 
regarding the Kimpur 2021 
Sustainability Report to  
sustainability@kimpur.com 
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MESSAGE TO OUR 
STAKEHOLDERS

Our planet, which we have called 
our home for tens of thousands 
of years, has been recently 
subjected to rapid changes, 
and it is becoming more and 
more important to ensure the 
continuity of production and 
diversity, to perpetuate the life of 
humanity, and to meet our own 
needs without compromising the 
needs of future generations.

Although the first thing 
that comes to mind about 
sustainability is the protection 
of the environment, in fact, the 
concept of sustainability is a 
holistic approach that includes 
ecological, economic and social 
dimensions.

We are aware that the resources 
in the environment and nature 
are exhaustible. We not only 
focus on utilizing our resources 
with rational approaches, but 
also on achieving a satisfactory 
level of quality  of health, life and 
education for our employees, 
country and world. We support 
economic growth that will bring 
prosperity to societies without 
compromising social development 
and environment.

We strive to create a sustainable 
future with studies and actions 
that will contribute to the 
environment and society in all 
our business.
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MESSAGE FROM OUR CEO
Dear Stakeholders; 

We are pleased to share with you our second 
sustainability report, which is a performance summary 
and gives a projection of what we will do in the future. 
The said report includes the projects implemented in 
our sustainability plans that were mentioned in our 
first Sustainability Report (2020).

Despite the ongoing pandemic and associated global 
supply problems in 2021, we continued to be preferred 
by our customers due to our strong, long-term 
supplier collaborations, strong position in the industry 
and our high purchase volumes.

In line with our Business Plans, we pushed the limits 
of capacity utilization in our existing facility, and 
therefore decided to invest in a second production 
facility in Turkey. We incorporated a land in the 
Organized Industrial Zone of Duzce Gumusova, and 
started the construction, As of January 2022.

With the investment for the organized industrial 
zone, we will have reached the capacity to produce 
50,000 tons more polyurethane systems in the 2022-
2024 period. In this facility, we will also increase the 
production of "EVA granule raw material” for the 
footwear industry using a "plastic recycling facility" 
in parallel with our project work on a "green product 
range" of 15,000 tons.

Apart from our investments in Turkey, we will establish 
“Kimpur Europe”, a Kimpur’s subsidiary at 75%, in 
cooperation with a ready-made manufacturing facility 
of a capacity of 25,000 tons in Latvia. By 2022, we 
will fulfill our objectives for Russia in the East and 
Europe in the South.

With two manufacturing facilities in Turkey and one in 
Latvia (a total capacity of more than 200,000 tons), 
we will gain a strong position in global competition in 
the polyurethane industry as a major producer in the 
world.

In addition, we are going public in 2022 in order 
to further strengthen our corporate and financial 
structure and to increase our investments even more. 
Therefore, we submitted our application to the Capital 
Markets Board (CMB) with our draft prospectus issued 
in October 2021. Although we got the approval of 
public offering from the CMB, we renewed our offering 
process in December with our stronger balance sheet 
at the end of 2021. We continue our procedures to 
render it as one of the first major public offerings of 
2022 using the data of December 31, 2021.

    

In 2021, we focused more on sustainability issues 
with a holistic approach of 2020. We are aware 
that sustainable growth is not possible without 
creating environmental and social value, therefore 
we accelerated the product studies that minimize the 
environmental impacts. We became a member of the 
Business Plastics Initiative (IPG).

We obtained the ISO 50001:2018 Energy 
Management System certificate.  We achieved 7.06% 
energy savings in 2021. We signed a contract for the 
use of solar energy system and renewable energy 
sources at the manufacturing facility of Gebze.

We continued our activities in line with the 
sustainability principle with the Carbon and Water 
Footprint Calculation procedures based on ISO 14064 
and ISO 14046 standards.

We started our infrastructure projects for the SA 
8000 Social Responsibility Management System, 
a global standard on human rights management, and 
the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System 
in order to improve and maintain our environmental 
performance.

The R&D projects were prosecuted in 2021. Our R&D 
Center has designed 35 products and special products 
that create a difference for our customers due to their 
performance. We continued on our bio-based projects. 
Bio-based raw materials were started to be used in the 
footwear group.

Behind all these achievements were our commitment 
to sustainability, our investments in R&D, innovation 
and technology, our customer focus, technical support 
service and our human resources policies in line with 
the goal of being a good employer.

Based on the assessments and analysis recently 
carried out by the Great Place to Work® Institute in 
accordance with the global standards, we met the 
criteria for a great workplace with positive employee 
experience and a culture of high trust and were 
awarded the Great Place to Work® certificate.

We cooperated with various non-governmental 
organizations, associations and universities, 
considering the needs of the local community.

In this journey, our priority was always to create a 
corporate structure model that creates a difference in 
the industry in line with our 'sustainability' principles. I 
would like to express my thanks to all our employees, 
business partners and customers who contributed to 
us in this journey.
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CORPORATE PROFILE

In all our business fields, we develop all our 
products with a sustainability perspective 
and create social, environmental and 
economic values.

8 9
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38-YEAR SUCCESS

Kimpur, one of Turkey's Top 
500 Industrial Enterprises, is a 
polyurethane system house, with 
a production capacity of 129.000 
tons, the largest capacity in the 
region. The Company exports to 
more than 45 countries and leads 
the industry. The polyurethane 
systems are used in different 
industries such as footwear, 
automotive, furniture, heating 
and cooling, insulation and 
construction.

Being the first domestic 
polyurethane system manufacturer 
of Turkey, Kimpur continues to 
provide customers with tailored 
solutions through the investments 
on technology and R&D.

The Company’s quality and service 
understanding is based on 
continuous improvement, 
investment on human resources, 
resilience and strong communication 
with stakeholders. In line with these 
goals, it has adopted as a principle 
to take care of environment and 
human health.

Kimpur has always attached great 
importance to the R&D. Kimpur 
shares the latest information 
about polyurethane techniques, 
application trends and technology 
with its customers and offers 
extraordinary solutions to its 
customers using unprecedented 
product and system designs.
Since May 2017, the "R&D Center" 
has been continuing its activities 

with an expert and experienced 
26-person team.

The product design process in 
the R&D Center covers all stages, 
starting with the synthesis 
of molecules to be utilized in 
formulations, to the development 
of the system and the testing 
of final product by trials in the 
Application and Simulation Center.

Kimpur has aimed to simulate 
customer production, with 
machine and mold investments 
made in the simulation center 
established with an aim to obtain 
accurate and rapid analysis results 
for customer applications.

For the applications of product 
groups such as footwear, flexible 
foams and rigid products, it has 
the opportunity to test the means 
of production and the products 
developed by it in laboratory.

Kimpur aims to maintain its 
success and leading position 
in line with the satisfaction of 
its suppliers, customers and 
employees.

YEARS EXPERIENCE

EXPORT TO

TONS
PRODUCTION 

CAPACITY

129,000
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OUR VISION

OUR MISSION
To be a company that produces 
products with an understanding 
that respects the individual, the 
society, the law, and is sensitive 
to ethical values and 
the environment.

To be a company followed 
worldwide through its 
innovative products and 
extraordinary solutions in 
polyurethane systems.

The foundation of 
our success is built 
on the values we 
believe in and 
implement.

12 13
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1983 1999 2008 2009 2010 2016 20182015 2017 2020 2021

Establishment
Kimteks

Production 
Footwear Sales in 
Hadımkoy Facility

 

Area of Activity 
Sales of Rigid 

System Products
 

Production 
Transition to 

Gebze Facility, 
Capacity 
Increase

Area of Activity 
Sales of Flexible 
System Products

 

Capacity Increase
30 kT Sales 

Volume

Capacity Increase 
72 kT Sales 

Volume

6 Sigma
Excellence Model

Sales of Raw 
Materials 

Initial Sales of 
Polyurethane Raw 

Materials
 

90 kT Sales 
Volume

Investment for 
Düzce Facility

50 kT Additional 
PUSystem

PET Recycling 
Facility

Environmentally 
Friendly Products 
with 5 kT Capacity

10 kT EVA Production 
Capacity

Investment for 
Kimpur Europe 

Latvia
25 kT Production 

Capacity

Kimpur Europe 
Kimpur International 

Trading Malta

Kimpur
Reconstruction 

and 
Transformation

 

R&D
R&D Center 
Certificate

Cooperation with 
Arcelik and Vestel

Export and Sales 
Establishment of 

Kimpur Russia
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OUR ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2021

We Ranked 

314TH!
We Ranked 

374TH!
Among the Chemical 

Sectors
We Ranked 

67TH! 

Kimpur is the only 
system house among 
the companies that 

make export in TIM’s 
first 1,000 Record 

Holder list.

Kimpur, as a system 
house, was ranked 

#5, 
in the category of the 
export of plastics and 

raw materials

#35 
in the category of 

the export of various 
chemicals in Turkey

and #62 
in the category of 
organic chemicals

Kimpur is Turkey's 
Largest Capacity 

Manufacturer in its 
field with a capacity 

of 129 kT.

It has the largest 
purchasing volume in 
the sector in Turkey.

It has the largest 
polyester production 

capacity of the 
sector in Turkey.
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OUR GLOBAL ACTIVITIES

Kimpur 
International

Trading

Investment 
Project for 

Kimpur Europe
25,000 t Kimpur 

RUS-CIS

Investment 
Project for 

Kimpur Düzce
65,000 t

Kimpur 
Gebze

129,000 t

100% Domestic 
Polyurethane System 
House with Turkey's 
Largest Production 
Capacity and Sales 
Volume
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MARKETS

Export to +45 
Countries

Countries We Export To 

Distributors
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INDUSTRIES

FOOTWEAR 
INDUSTRY

CONSTRUCTION AND 
INSULATION
INDUSTRY

AUTOMOTIVE 
INDUSTRY

FURNITURE AND FOAM
INDUSTRY

HEATING AND COOLING
INDUSTRY
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RAW MATERIALS
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PRODUCTS
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UNCOMMON SOLUTIONS
IN EVERY ASPECT OF LIFE
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KIMfoot® Footwear Systems 
have a wide range of areas, 
from the production of low 
density slipper soles to the 
production of worker shoe 
soles that require high flexibility 
and durability.

MDI-based KIMflex® Foam 
Systems by Kimpur are 
classified as flexible foam 
systems, integral systems, 
filter systems and viscoelastic 
systems.

Rigid Foam Systems, designed 
and manufactured at Kimpur 
System Facilities, are used in 
many application fields such as 
sandwich panels (PIR and PUR), 
solar panels, boiler, blinds, 
pipe insulation, wood imitation 
applications, refrigerators, cold 
rooms and spray applications in 
buildings.

Kimpur, has a wide range of 
portfolio of prepolymer and 
systems for several CASE 
applications under the KIMcase 
Unique Products.

Based on the innovative 
technology on unique polymers, 
KIMcase Unique Products are 
designed for construction 
industry, transportation, textiles 
and architecture.

26 27
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KIMpol® Polyester Polyol 
system consist of carboxylic 
acid and polyhydric alcohol 
combinations with various 
multi-functional functions to 
provide the best solutions to 
industries such as footwear 
(system component), paint, 
foam, elastomer and insulation 
industries (rigid foam 
applications).

The Kimraw® Raw Materials 
product line is used in 
many different fields such 
as polyurethane systems, 
plasticizers, adhesives, 
construction chemicals and 
paints.

KIMplus® Auxiliary Materials 
product line has been developed 
by Kimpur to facilitate the 
production of polyurethane 
systems, including mold release 
agents and liquid colorants with 
suitable binders.

Mold release agents form a layer 
between the polyurethane and 
the mold and allow the product 
to be separated from the mold 
easily and without deformation. 
Liquid colorants (masterbatch) 
are used to color polyurethane 
systems.

Thermoplastic Polyurethane 
(TPU) materials are used in 
many different fields such as 
shoes, wires and cables, hoses 
and tubes, films and sheets, 
adhesives and custom molded 
parts. It is an ideal polymer for 
the applications of shoes, wire 
and cables, hoses and tubes, 
films and sheets, adhesives and 
custom molded parts. 

OTHER PRODUCTS
THERMOPLASTIC 
POLYURETHANE (TPU)

28 29
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We bring our projects to perfection 
with the certificates we have received 
in compliance with certain quality 
standards and our pure management 
systems and disciplines.

International Organization 
for Standardization 

(ISO) 9001 Certificate 
Controlled Process 

Standards

Authorized Economic 
Operator Certificate
Customs Approval on 

Financial Adequacy, Safety 
and Security Issues

CE Certificate
Products Conforming to EU 
Technical Structure Health 

and Safety Marking

Reach Certificate

ISO 27001 Certificate 
Information Security 

Management Standards

ISO 50001 Certificate 
Energy Management 

Standards

Failure Modes and Effects 
Analysis

Risk analysis including 
prediction and prevention of 
problems that may occur in 

the system

Six Sigma Methodology 
Management System Using 
Effective Statistical Tools 

to Ensure Operational 
Excellence

5S Methodology
Method Developed to Create 

and Maintain a Quality 
Working Environment

30 31

BUSINESS EXCELLENCE

Kimpur performs its procedures without 
compromising our quality in order to be a 
trustworthy company for our stakeholders.
In our all procedures, we conduct risk assessments 
in accordance with ISO 9001: Quality Management 
System standards and regulations, and systematically 
monitor the identified risks and corrective actions 
and measure our performance with internal and 
external audits. At the beginning of the product 
design process, we perform Fault Mode Impact 
Analysis (FMEA), in order to identify and eliminate 
errors before they occur. We conduct efficiency 
studies within the scope of Six Sigma, Lean 
Management System in order to improve our quality 
processes in our existing products and processes.
We perform our production in accordance with 

legal regulations such as Registration, Evaluation, 
Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals, REACH 
and KKDIK. 

With the Authorized Liability Status given to our 
company by the Ministry of Customs and Trade, we 
are classified as a reliable company that fulfills its 
customs obligations in our foreign trade processes, 
has a regular and traceable registration system, has 
financial competence, safety and security standards, 
and can perform its own controls. In the export 
processes of our products to European countries, we 
create trust by complying with the European Union 
obligations through the CE Certificate for our related 
products.

ISO/IEC 27001
BiLGi GÜVENLiĞi
YÖNETiM SiSTEMi

ISO 50001 
ENERji 

YÖNETiM SiSTEMi
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KIMPUR R&D CENTER

Our R&D team responds to consumer 
needs with science and supports Kimpur's 
innovation projects.

The Kimpur R&D Center project is 
supported by the Ministry of Science, 
Industry and Technology. We make our 
processes more effective with our digital 
transformation investments, and we 
continue to make a difference in all the 
industries. We consider R&D, innovation 
and digital transformation to be the 
facilitator of our sustainability objectives, 
and we continue our investments in this 
field with no interruption.

In 2021, we took part in the R&D Project Market held 
by the Istanbul Chemicals and Products Exporters' 
Association (IKMIB) on November 27, 2021.
Our R&D Team participated an event with its 
sustainable, high value-added and innovative 
project called “Polyester Synthesis from 
Plastic Bottle Waste and Its Commercial Use in 
Polyurethane Systems”, and ranked #2 in the 
category of Plastic and Rubber.

We believe that the project will be one of the best 
examples of nature-friendly product ranges, as the 
recycled product by obtaining polyester polyol 
from PET bottle waste will continue to be used as a 
high-quality material without losing its class, on the 
contrary, by gaining added value.

Based on the R&D 250 research 
conducted by Turkishtime, 
we are the only Polyurethane 
System House, among the top 10 
companies, which invest the 
most in R&D in the Chemicals 
and Products! 

R&D CENTER 
CERTIFICATE SINCE 

2017

EXPERIENCED 
26-PERSON
R&D TEAM

7,597,807.23 TL 9,912,789.59 TL

R&D EXPENDITURES

R&D 
EXPENDITURE OF

9,912,789.59 TL

IN 2021
TRADEMARK 

REGISTRATION 
APPLICATION FOR 1 

NEW PRODUCT LINES
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INNOVATION

Strong position in growing markets and an excellent 
innovation platform. 

34 35

Innovative Products Innovative Applications Innovative Technology

Our systems 
contribute to product 

life and saving 
resources.

Our commitment 
to research and 
development 

strengthens our 
position as an 

innovative company.

Kimpur aims to 
simulate customer 
production with 

its investments in 
machine and mold 
technology in the 
simulation center 
in order to obtain 
accurate analyzes 

and rapid results for 
customer applications.

Projects developed 
by the R&D team to 
obtain sustainable, 

environmentally 
friendly and value-

added products 
consist of innovative 

technologies.
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OUR PURPOSE SUSTAINABILITY 
MANAGEMENT

Kimpur has a simple and 
plain goal, which is to 
promote a sustainable 
living.

We believe this is the 
best and longest term 
method to enhance our 
business.

Sustainability is a natural 
part of being successful 
for us and we always try to 
act ethically, transparently 
and responsibly. 
We also expect our 
business partners to do 
the same. Today, the 
world needs leadership 
in environmental 
sustainability.

Therefore, we have set 
new targets to advance 
a circular economy and 
climate protection by 
focusing on two closely 
related issues.

36 37
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OUR STRATEGIC APPROACH KIMPUR SMART 
BUSINESS MODEL

Our passion
is to offer solutions that will raise the 
standard of living and make the world 

and our country a better place.
to be a company followed worldwide 

through innovative products
and uncommon solutions 

MARKET AND BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT

C
O

N
T

R
O

L
D

E
V

E
LO

P
M

E
N

T
P

R
O

D
U

C
T

IV
IT

Y

Agile
Organization

Sustainability
Global Growth

Market and Customer 
Management

Talent Management

Motivation

Creativity

Engagement and Excitement 
Authorization

Occupational 
Health, 

Safety and 
Environment

Continuous 
Improvement

Customer 
Orientation

Excitement and
PassionAgilityEthics and 

Compliance

Continuous Development

Innovation

Experience

Know-How

Capital Management

Cash Management

Investments

HUMAN

MANAGEMENT OF RESOURCES

KNOWLEDGE FINANCE

Smart Business Model
R&D – Production, 

Product and Service 
Delivery

Effective Supply Chain 
Management

Technology Creation

Innovation Digital 
Transformation
Holistic Quality 

Approach
Alternative Sourcing

Effective Finance 
and Risk

Balanced Portfolio 
Customer Orientation

Operational 
Excellence

Commercial 
Excellence

Designing and 
Recreating the Future

PERFORMANCE 
MANAGEMENT

BUDGET 
MANAGEMENT MIS

"Smart Business Model", a know-how 
structure, ensures time and capacity 
efficiency. Kimpur manufactures both 
additives and polyester polyols in a 
wide range, including raw materials, 
semi-finished products, semi-finished 
products and polyurethane system, 
in a state-of-the-art manufacturing 
facility, through digitalization, artificial 

intelligence, predictive capabilities 
and automation, thanks to innovative 
solutions designed by the R&D 
Center, rapid and effective supply 
chain management and operational 
excellence supported by commercial 
excellence. Kimpur manufactures 
specially formulated polyol mixtures and 
prepolymers called "polymix".

Since we attach great importance 
to promoting sustainability in the 
entire value chain in Supply Chain 
Management, which is one of the most 
important issues of the Smart Business 
Model, we consider our suppliers as an 
significant part of the value chain and 
aim to make our supply chain a part of 
this development.
 

We create value in order to create 
a sustainable supply chain and we 
carry out our processes by minimizing 
risk throughout this value chain. We 
cooperate with different regional 
suppliers in order to diversify our 
suppliers in each product group in order 
to secure the flow of raw materials, 
products and information, and we 
produce alternative sources to ensure 
the sustainability of our supply sources.

38 39

KIMPUR 
SMART 

BUSINESS 
MODEL
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ETHICS AND 
COMPLIANCE 
COMMITTEE
To execute an effective 
ethics and compliance 
program

To determine the basic 
principles of the program

To promoting constantly 
a corporate culture that 
conducts our business 
ethically and legally

 AUDIT COMMITTEE

To monitor and evaluate 
whether risk management 
and internal processes are 

effective

To carry out projects by 
following the processes with 

other committees

CORPORATE MANAGEMENT 
STRUCTURE

SUSTAINABILITY MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

Our board of directors consists of five members.
In addition, there are eight committees within our management structure.

Kimpur develops and expands 
its Sustainability Management, 
created with a transparent, 
comprehensive and responsible 
governance approach, in all 
industries and regions in order to 
ensure economic, environmental 
and social sustainability.

Sustainability management 
has a great effect on both the 
company's strategies and all 
operational processes.
 

For this reason, the Kimpur 
Sustainability Committee was 
established in 2020 under the 
leadership of the CEO, which 
consists of managers from 
different units and departments, 
in order to manage sustainability 
in a multi-layered and 
participatory structure.

The company continues its 
activities by evaluating social 
and environmental risks and 
opportunities, following and 

analyzing related sustainability 
issues, determining the 
sustainability strategy and 
carrying out projects to achieve 
the targets.

The Committee meets at regular 
meetings. We ensure a dialogical 
environment that provides equal 
participation to all subsidiaries 
and departments.

ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE
To prepare energy 
reports and 
calculate efficiency 
in accordance with 
IS0 50001 Energy 
Management System 
standards

RISK MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE

Early identification of 
corporate risks

Taking necessary 
actions for the 
identified risks

Management of risks

INFORMATION SECURITY 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

COMMITTEE

Monitoring of Information 
Security Risk Management 

Policies and Procedures, 
Monitoring and Measurement 

Activities

OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
COMMITTEE

MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEES

To evaluate possible 
risks and measures 
regarding occupational 
health and safety, 
determine the 
measures and report to 
the Executive Board

40

SUSTAINABILITY
COMMITTEE

To determine priorities 
regarding economic, 

environmental and social 
sustainability issues 

and evaluate risks and 
opportunities

To determine the 
sustainability strategy and 
carry out projects in order 

to achieve the goals

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
COMMITTEE

To take the necessary 
measures within the company 

within the framework of 
the rules and procedures in 
accordance with the social 

responsibility activities of our 
organization, to take a role in 

the processes related to these 
measures and to lead the 

teams by raising awareness on 
this issue

To determine the social 
responsibility projects and 

to continue activities in this 
direction
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OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND 

SAFETY

ENERGY AND 
PRODUCTION 

TECHNOLOGIES

DIGITALIZATION 
AND 

INNOVATION

CORPORATE 
SOCIAL 

RESPONSIBILITY
ENVIRONMENT

CEO

BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS

WORKING 
GROUPS

MARKETING 
MANAGER

HUMAN 
RESOURCES 
MANAGER

FINANCE AND 
RISK CONTROL 

MANAGER

PURCHASING 
MANAGER

QUALITY 
ASSURANCE 

COORDINATOR

BUSINESS 
DEVELOPMENT 
AND GLOBAL

SUSTAINABILITY 
DIRECTOR

BUSINESS 
DIRECTOR

RAW MATERIAL 
AND BUSINESS 
UNIT DIRECTOR

R&D DIRECTOR
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WHAT DO WE PROVIDE FOR 
A SUSTAINABLE LIFE?

Sustainability is at the 
core of our production!

Thanks to the insulation systems we 
supply for the refrigerator and cold room 
industry, we contribute to a sustainable 
life by preventing more energy and food 
consumption.

We ensure less energy consumption with 
our systems for the sandwich panel and 
solar panels sector.

We support the circular economy by 
producing binder systems for the use of 
waste tires and foam scraps.
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KIMPUR SUSTAINABILITY 
PRIORITIZATION MATRIX
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SUSTAINABILITY 
COMMITMENTS

S
E

C
T

IO
N

PRIORITY 
DEFINITION

2020
PRIORITY 

DEFINITION

OBJECTIVES 
IN 2021

2021
ACHIEVED OBJECTIVES IN 2022 INTEREST 

GROUPS

E
N

V
IR

O
N

M
E

N
TA

L

Sustainable 
Materials 

Management

Removing the 
inflating gases that 
damage the ozone 

layer from our 
products, to use 

more 
environmentally 
friendly inflating 

gases

Expanding the use 
of less energy-

consuming products 
and bio-based and 

biodegradable 
materials in the 
product range

Working on 
systems that 

provide weight 
advantage

Expanding the use 
of bio-based raw 

materials

Starting the 
infrastructure 
of products 

containing HFO 
gas

Projects on 
products that 
consume less 
energy for the 

refrigerator 
industry

Project on the ultra-low density 
sneaker sole system, which 

provides a 20% weight advantage, 
was completed.

In the production of KIMrigid 
Sandwich Panel systems, 

bio-based raw materials were used 
at a rate of 3.5%.

The system project, which provides 
a weight advantage of 2-7% in the 

final product in the refrigerator 
industry, was completed.

Project on systems that consume less 
energy for the refrigerator industry

Completion of 3% energy saving system 
work upon the upgrade from CP 70 to 

CP 95

Completion of ultra-low density slipper 
system project that provides 20% 

weight advantage

Completion of projects on the use of 
bio-based polyols in refrigerator systems

Infrastructure projects for HFO-based 
systems

Initiation of system projects with the 
utilization of recycled polyurethane 

waste in refrigerator systems

Consumers 
Customers 

Work Groups 
Suppliers

Colleagues

E
N

V
IR

O
N

M
E

N
TA

L

Use of 
Natural 

Resources

Saving resources 
with the awareness 

of responsibility 
towards the 
environment.

Commencing 
energy efficiency 

projects

Ensuring 2% 
energy savings

Determining 
renewable energy 
sources with solar 
energy system in 
the production 

facility of Gebze

Energy savings at a rate of 7.08% 
were achieved.

A contract was signed for the use 
of solar energy system and 

renewable energy resources at 
the production facility of Gebze.

ISO 50001 Energy Management 
System certificated.

Ensuring 5% Energy Saving
Installation of solar energy system 

and renewable energy sources at the 
production facility of Gebze

Consumers 
Customers 

Communities 
Affiliates Suppliers

Colleagues

E
N

V
IR

O
N

M
E

N
TA

L

Respect for 
Biodiversity

Controlling waste, 
pollution and 
emissions that 

disrupt the 
balance between 

ecosystems

Limiting the use of 
inflating gases that 
will cause climate 

change

Accelerating 
the activities to 

reduce the use of 
fluorocarbons

Carrying out 
projects to 

increase the 
awareness of 

our stakeholders 
on waste 

management

We initiated the transitions from 
fluorocarbon (halogen-containing 
gases) to more environmentally 
friendly hydrocarbon and water-

based systems.             

The dissemination of hydrocarbon and 
water-based system.

Within the scope of IPG commitments, 
until the end of 2022;

Eliminating the use of single-use plastics.

Reuse of IBC packaging

Selection of our IBC and plastic 
packaging from all recyclable 

high-density polyethylene materials

Consumers 
Communities 
Environment

Business Groups 
Transport & 

Logistics 
Suppliers

E
N

V
IR

O
N

M
E

N
TA

L

Water 
Management

Taking measures to 
reduce domestic 

water consumption, 
raising awareness on 

them

Providing trainings 
to increase 

awareness of our 
employees

Trainings were given to increase the 
awareness of our employees about 
the efficient use of our resources.

Taking actions to reduce domestic water 
usage per person by 2%.

Affiliates 
Environment 

Suppliers 
Regulatory Authority 

Communities

S
E

C
T

IO
N

PRIORITY 
DEFINITION

2020
PRIORITY 

DEFINITION

OBJECTIVES 
IN 2021

2021
ACHIEVED OBJECTIVES IN 2022 INTEREST 

GROUPS

E
N

V
IR

O
N

M
E

N
TA

L

Emissions 
Management

Dissemination of
 low-emission 
formulations 

and reduction of 
emissions that 

may occur during 
production.

Disseminating the 
use of scrubbers 
within the facility

Prioritizing low-
emission product 

designs

In addition to the existing one, 
a second scrubber investment 

decision has been taken.

Low-emission product designs are 
going on.

Completion of the second scrubber 
installation.

Consumers 
Customers 

Transportation 
and Logistics

Business groups 
Suppliers 

Environment

E
N

V
IR

O
N

M
E

N
TA

L

Waste 
Management

Disposal and 
reduction of post-
production waste,

Achieving targets 
for the reduction of 

waste amount

Preparation 
of ISO 14001 

Environmental 
Management 

System 
infrastructure

Preparation and establishment 
of ISO 14001 Environmental 

Management System infrastructure

ISO 14001 Environmental Management 
System certification

Consumers 
Communities 
Environment

Business Groups 
Transport & 

Logistics 
Suppliers

E
N

V
IR

O
N

M
E

N
TA

L

Partner 
Management 

and 
Collaboration

Collaborating with 
customers and 

suppliers to improve 
sustainability 
performance

Managing customer 
relationships and 

working with 
supplier feedback to 
increase customer 

satisfaction

Working on energy, 
environment, social 
responsibility and 

information 
security

Signing contracts 
with our 

stakeholders 
regarding our 

terms and priorities
and raising 
awareness

We signed contracts with our 
stakeholders regarding our working 
conditions and priorities in energy, 
environment, social responsibility 

and information security.

Organizing trainings to increase 
awareness

Customers 
Suppliers 

Business Groups
Colleagues
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S
E

C
T

IO
N

PRIORITY 
DEFINITION

2020
PRIORITY 

DEFINITION

OBJECTIVES 
IN 2021

2021
ACHIEVED OBJECTIVES IN 2022 INTEREST 

GROUPS

E
C

O
N

O
M

IC

Product 
Quality and 

Safety

Carrying out 
activities in 

accordance with the 
Quality and Product 

Safety 
Policy throughout
 the value chain.  

Commencing 
inspections for all 

processes

Starting projects 
for documentation 
and certifications 

such as Reach, 
CE, KKDIK for 

easy international 
circulation of 

Kimpur products             

Reach and KKDIK registrations for 
eight and three raw materials 2021, 

respectively.

CE certificates were obtained for 
three systems.

Three product process inspections 
were carried out.

Increasing the number of products to 
be registered by 50%

Continuing to improve business 
processes based on audit findings

Consumers 
Customers 

Business Groups 
Suppliers 

Regulatory 
Authorities 

Environment

E
C

O
N

O
M

IC Customer 
Satisfaction 

and 
Management

Increasing the 
product and service 
quality in line with 

the needs and 
expectations of the 

customers. 

Increasing the 
effectiveness 

of surveys and 
similar studies 
to determine 

customer 
expectations

Customer satisfaction surveys were 
conducted. The participation rate 

increased compared to the 
previous year.

Actions were taken based on the 
analysis.

Achieving an average survey rate 
of 90%

Customers 
Industry/Partners 

Colleagues

E
C

O
N

O
M

IC

Supply Chain

Securing the flow 
of raw materials, 

products and 
information.

Collaborating 
with different 

regional suppliers 
in a way to reduce 

dependence on 
the Far East in 
each product 

group

Developing supply 
resources and 

increasing existing 
resources

Preliminary agreements were 
signed for contracted purchases.
New suppliers were added to the 

portfolio.

Making 15% of purchases contracted
Customers 

Industry/Partners 
Suppliers

E
C

O
N

O
M

IC

Collaboration 
with 

Stakeholders

Developing 
productive 

relationships with 
stakeholders 

to achieve the 
company's 
objectives.

Increasing 
university industry 

projects,

Increasing 
cooperation with 

associations 
and foundations 

related to the 
sector,

Organizing 
career days with 

universities

Various product-oriented projects 
were carried out with universities.

Career days were planned within 
university clubs.

Maintaining product-oriented project 
and career activities with universities

Leading the establishment of the 
Polyurethane Manufacturers 

Association

Customers 
Industry/Partners 

Suppliers

S
E

C
T

IO
N

PRIORITY 
DEFINITION

2020
PRIORITY 

DEFINITION

OBJECTIVES 
IN 2021

2021
ACHIEVED OBJECTIVES IN 2022 INTEREST 

GROUPS

E
C

O
N

O
M

IC

Business 
Strategy and 
Performance    

Contributing to the 
sustainable growth 

of the company

Managing and 
updating 
corporate 

risks, ensuring 
that targets 
are achieved 
with strategic 
components 

using company 
monitoring 
indicators  

SWOT analyzes were performed.

The fields and investments for 
growth were determined.

A preliminary agreement was 
signed for the Duzce Facility and 

for the Kimpur Europe investment.

Institutional and operational risks 
were identified. In this regards, we 
continued the management with 
actions and projects (Six Sigma, 
FMEA, etc.) to improve business 

processes.

Starting operation of Kimpur Europe 
through the investments determined by 

the company

Expanding sales in the target Eastern 
European markets

Starting the construction of the facility 
of Duzce, invested in order to increase 

the capacity

Continuing projects that improve 
business processes

Stakeholders 
Affiliates 

Colleagues 
Suppliers 

Customers

E
C

O
N

O
M

IC

Raw Material 
Shortage

 Controlling the 
continuity of 

production with 
many alternative 
supply sources in 

different 
geographies in cases 
such as raw material 

shortage.

 Meeting the 
targets by 

eliminating the raw 
material shortages 

caused by the 
pandemic through 

effective supply 
management 
and strategic 
cooperation

Increasing contracted purchases
Securing the supply chain by creating 

alternative sources of supply in raw 
material groups

Customers 
Industry/Partners 

Suppliers

E
C

O
N

O
M

IC Epidemics 
and Natural 

Disasters 
Management

Carrying out the 
necessary activities 
and obtaining the 

results at every stage 
of the epidemic 

and natural disaster 
management 

(risk reduction, 
preparation, response 

and improvement 
activities) in 

accordance with the 
performance and 

targets determined 
by the company.

Reviewing the 
infrastructure 

works and 
reorganizing 
the teams in 

accordance with 
possible natural 

disaster scenarios

The emergency teams were 
expanded and all units that can 

intervene in possible natural 
disaster scenarios were created.

The health of our employees were 
protected and the sustainability of 
our operations was ensured, using 

the measures taken by one of
 these teams.

Ensuring that our measures against 
possible natural disaster scenarios and 

pandemic conditions are permanent with 
our relevant teams.

Conducting exercises other than those 
within the framework of legal obligations

Stakeholders 
Affiliates 

Colleagues 
Suppliers 

Customers

E
C

O
N

O
M

IC

Circular 
Economy

Contributing to the 
circular economy 

with the recovery of 
products.

Designing and 
manufacturing 

binder products to 
recycle waste tires 
and foam scraps

Designing and manufacturing binder 
systems to recycle waste tires and 

foam scraps

PET recycling and recycled material 
was recovered as polyester polyol.

R&D projects and investment 
feasibility were initiated for the 
recovery of final products (shoe 

soles, slippers, rigid foam, flexible 
foam).

Initiating PET investments in the 
Organized Industrial Zone of Duzce in line 

with the feasibility studies

Consumers 
Customers 

Business Groups
Industry/Partners 

Regulatory 
Authorities 
Retailers 
Suppliers

E
C

O
N

O
M

IC Technical 
Support 
and Skill 

Development

Keeping our 
technical support 

team and customers 
up to date on 
products and 
applications, 

and supporting 
them with trainings

Organizing 
trainings on 

products and 
applications

Face-to-face training could not be 
held due to the pandemic

Organizing webinars or hands-on training 
about products and applications

Affiliates 
Suppliers 

Colleagues 
Communities
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S
E

C
T

IO
N

PRIORITY 
DEFINITION

2020
PRIORITY 

DEFINITION

OBJECTIVES 
IN 2021

2021
ACHIEVED OBJECTIVES IN 2022 INTEREST 

GROUPS

S
O

C
IA

L

Information 
Security

Improving 
information security 

with ISO 27001 
Information Security 
Management System 

standards and 
policies in order to 
provide better and 

more reliable service 
to our customers

Complying with 
Information 

Security 
Management 

System Standards 
and Kimpur 
Information 

Security Policy

We received consultancy on PDPL 
(Personal Data Protection Law).

DLP was activated in monitoring 
mode in order to make the 

authorization studies even more 
secure

Full compliance with ISO 27001 
Information Security Management System 

Standards and Kimpur Information 
Security Policy

Elimination of information technology 
infrastructure additional resource needs

Business Groups 
Certification 
Authorities
Colleagues

S
O

C
IA

L

Employee 
Engagement

Attracting our 
colleagues who 

are in line with our 
corporate culture 

and meet our 
competency criteria,

Ensuring that 
our company is 

represented in the 
best way with our 
current employees.

Maintaining our 
qualified human 
resources in the 

company in order 
to realize our goals 

in line with our 
company's strategies

Achieving a rate of 
65% in the GPTW 
(Great  Place To 

Work) survey

We achieved a rate of 75% in the 
GPTW (Great  Place To Work) 

survey
Being in the top employers list of GPTW

Customers 
Affiliates  

Colleagues 
Potential Employees

S
E

C
T

IO
N

PRIORITY 
DEFINITION

2020
PRIORITY 

DEFINITION

OBJECTIVES 
IN 2021

2021
ACHIEVED OBJECTIVES IN 2022 INTEREST 

GROUPS

S
O

C
IA

L Occupational 
Health and 
Safety and 

Human Rights

Creating a happy 
and safe working 
environment in 

harmony with the 
Occupational Health 
and Safety legislation 

by constantly 
reviewing the 

Occupational Health 
and Safety processes

ISO 45001
Preparation 

for ISO 45001 
Occupational 

Health and Safety 
Management 

System 
infrastructure

Preparation for establishing a 
ISO 45001 Occupational Health 
and Safety Management System 

infrastructure

Continuing development efforts
Business Groups 

Colleagues 
Communities

S
O

C
IA

L Corporate 
Social 

Responsibility

Creating the 
necessary 

infrastructure 
by reviewing all 
processes in line 
with SA 8000 

Social Responsibility 
Management 

principles

SA 8000 Social 
Responsibility 
Management 
infrastructure 

projects

Preparation for SA 8000 Social 
Responsibility Management 

infrastructure projects

Carrying out development studies with 
support from external sources on a 

voluntary basis

Consumers 
Customers 

Communities 
Affiliates 
Suppliers

Colleagues

S
O

C
IA

L

Equal 
Opportunity 

and 
Empowerment 

of Women

Ensuring equal 
employment 
opportunity 

regardless of age, 
race, color, national 

origin, gender, 
disability or religion.

Complying with 
the Kimpur Ethics 

policy.

Complying with the Kimpur Ethics 
policy.                                    

Complying with the Kimpur Ethics policy.

Maintaining the female employment rate, 
which would be considered quite high in 

Turkey

Consumers 
Customers 

Communities 
Affiliates

S
O

C
IA

L

Training and 
Development

Contributing to 
raising standards 

by providing 
better living 

and educational 
conditions for future 

generations

Despite the 
negative effects 
of the pandemic, 

increasing the 
training hours to 
include distance 

education

Total training hours increased by 6%.

NGOs were supported in the fields 
of education and development.

Educational support was given to 
the children of the employees.

Preparation and implementation of 
a training plan to increase employee 

competencies and job skills

Starting to measure the effectiveness 
of trainings through surveys, projects, 

feedback, etc.

Consumers 
Customers 

Communities 
Affiliates

S
O

C
IA

L Fighting 
Against 

Corruption

Compliance with 
local anti-corruption 
laws in all countries.

Complying with 
the Kimpur Ethics 

policy.

Complying with the Kimpur Ethics 
policy. There was no inconsistency. 

Continuing with full compliance with 
Kimpur ethical rules

Stakeholders 
Affiliates 

Colleagues 
Suppliers 

Customers
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KEY STAKEHOLDERS AND 
COMMUNICATION PLATFORMS

We define our stakeholders 
as the those that have a great 
impact on our strategy structure 
and success and are most 
affected by our activities. We 
think that it is very important to 
establish open, transparent and 
honest communication with our 
stakeholders, and we care about 
our stakeholders' opinions and 
expectations.

The following table presents 
a list of our stakeholders and 
communication platforms.
 

STAKEHOLDER GROUPS COMMUNICATION PLATFORM DECLARATION

EMPLOYEES

Employee Engagement Survey A survey conducted to measure employee loyalty 
to the company 

Suggestion System The system where the personnel put forward their suggestions 
within the company

Semi-annual presentation to CEO
If the newly hired white-collar personnel complete six months, 
they make a presentation to the CEO in order to express their 

impressions about the company

Bring Your Friend Selection of the most efficient blue-collar personnel based on the 
criteria determined on a monthly basis

HR Announcements Sharing the changes and announcements within the company 
with the employees

5S System The system and processes are carried out by the personnel in 
order to create and maintain a quality working environment

Open Door Meetings Meetings held by the Human Resources department with all 
personnel at certain periods.

Near-Miss Reports A system in which the personnel inform on a condition contrary to 
the Occupational Health and Safety issues

Seniority Awards A system in which rewards are given to the personnel who reach 
the defined seniority years within the company

Kimpur Ethics A system in which the personnel inform on a condition 
contrary to the Code of Ethics

Lion of the Month Selection of the most efficient blue-collar personnel based 
on the criteria determined on a monthly basis

Social Media Transfer of developments and news about our company 
and products from social media platforms

STAKEHOLDER GROUPS COMMUNICATION PLATFORM DECLARATION

CUSTOMERS

Customer Satisfaction Survey
A survey study is conducted to measure the satisfaction of 
our customers about our company, our products and our 

service and to identify the deficiencies

Activity Report Evaluation of the previous year's data of our company

Website Press Release Announcement of developments about our company 
and products on our website

E-bulletin  Announcement of developments about our company and 
products via mass mail

Social Media Transfer of developments and news about our company 
and products from social media platforms

Magazines and Newspapers Announcement of developments about our company 
and products

Fairs Cooperation with current and potential customers.

SUPPLIERS

Pre-Assessment Survey for 
Suppliers

A survey is conducted to determine how well the products 
and services from suppliers comply with the company's 

environmental and quality standards

Website Press Release  Announcement of developments about our company and 
products on our website

Social Media  Transfer of developments and news about our company and 
products from social media platforms

Magazines and Newspapers Announcement of developments about our 
company and products

Fairs Cooperation with current and potential suppliers

PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS Meetings, forums and conferences Events organized by organizations

NON-GOVERNMENTAL 
ORGANIZATIONS Social Responsibility Projects

Strategic cooperation with organizations to support social 
responsibility projects to benefit the local community and 

environment

UNIVERSITIES
University Events Collaborating with the university clubs, with our employees 

participating in the event days as speakers

Sponsorship Sponsorship in university events
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RISK MANAGEMENT
In the World Economic Forum (WEF) 2021 
Risk Report, the five risks likely to occur are 
environmental and social risks arising from 
climate change.

INFECTIOUS 
DISEASES

FAILURE TO TAKE 
CLIMATE CRISIS 
STEPS

WEAPONS 
OF MASS 
DESTRUCTION

BIODIVERSITY 
LOSS

NATURAL 
RESOURCE CRISES

HUMAN 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
DAMAGES

LIVELIHOOD 
CRISES

EXTREME 
WEATHER EVENTS

DEBT CRISES SYSTEM 
CRASHES IN IT 
INFRASTRUCTURES

ECONOMICAL ENVIRONMENTAL GEOPOLITICS SOCIAL TECHNOLOGICAL

WEF RISKS OUR APPROACH

Infectious Diseases........................................... Our Precautions Against Covid 19

Failure to Take Steps on the Climate 
Crisis........................................................................ Energy and Emission Management, Corporate Risk

Weapons of Mass Destruction.................... Product Management

Biodiversity Loss................................................ Sales on Non-Disposal of Packaging Wastes to Nature
Adding Warning Clause in Contracts

Natural Resource Crises................................. Corporate Risk Management – Water Management

Human Environmental Damages............... Corporate Risk Management, EMS Risk Management

Financial Difficulty Crises.............................. Financial Risk Management

Extreme Weather Events............................... Corporate Risk Management, EMS Risk Management

Debt Crises........................................................... Financial Risk Management

System Crashes in IT Infrastructures....... Information Security Risk Management

You can see our measures for 
infectious diseases under the 
section of Our Measures Against 
the Covid 19.

You can review our performance 
to reduce our carbon footprint 
under the Energy and Emission 
Management.
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EMERGENCY CRISIS 
MANAGEMENT

CORPORATE RISK MANAGEMENT

OUR MEASURES FOR COVID-19

We regularly review our prevention, 
preparation and response processes in 
order to be prepared for emergencies and 
unexpected situations in order to ensure the 
safest environment for our employees.

Our emergency teams, consisting of 
employees who have the necessary technical 
and planning competencies and expertise 
to cope with emergencies and various crisis 
situations, have authorities and responsibilities 
related to emergency crisis management.  
We conduct exercises with these teams and 
ensure that our teams receive training on their 
duties.

Corporate risks are the risk analysis 
with threats and weaknesses, in 
which the strategic issues of the 
company are evaluated by the 
management team. Strategic Risks, 
Financial Risks, Compliance Risks 
and Operational Risks, Global Risks 
are also taken into consideration. 
In regular meetings, relevant risks 
and global risks (natural disasters, 
infectious diseases, etc.) are 

determined for each department, 
recorded in the Integrated 
Management System (QDMS) in 
corporate risk format, and risks are 
scored based on their priorities.

We have defined actions for high 
risks (a score of 12 based on the 
assessment matrix).
We make evaluations by reviewing 
the actions and risks defined.

Despite the unprecedented rough 
time due to the COVID-19, our first 
priority has always been to keep our 
employees, customers, stakeholders 
and their families safe and healthy.
Various administrative and 
operational decisions have been 
implemented within our head office, 
factory and offices abroad since the 
first day of the COVID-19 outbreak in 
our country, in accordance with the 
measures announced by our Ministry 
of Health and the Coronavirus 
Science Board regarding 
occupational and public health.

An Epidemic Committee was 
established. Urgent measures have 
been taken in consultation with the 
committee.

The health and safety of our 
employees, customers and business 
partners has always been our 
priority. Therefore, all our employees 
have been informed about Covid-19 
by our company doctor.

Our production and office areas are 
disinfected regularly, and cleaning 
kits, masks and gloves are provided 
at certain points for the use by our 
employees. In addition, our office 
workers have continued to work 
from the office or remotely.

Business trips have not been 
organized except for obligatory 
cases. We have conducted our 
meetings via video communication 
channels in order to keep our 
relations with our customers and 
business partners tight.
In order to deliver the orders on 
time, production has continued by 
carefully following the hygiene, mask 
and distance rules.

Necessary measures were taken 
quickly for remote access, and 
additional laptop computers were 
purchased.

In order to avoid problems 
with remote access, the web 
infrastructure was changed and 
internet speed was doubled.

For remote access and remote 
meeting organizations, all users have 
been informed and trained for the 
active use of the Microsoft Teams 
application, which had not been 
implemented very often even though 
it was active within the company.
 

EMERGENCY TEAMS

FIRE FIGHTING 
TEAM

FIRST AID TEAM EVACUATION 
TEAM

SEARCH AND 
RESCUE TEAM

SOCIAL SUPPORT TEAMTECHNICAL SUPPORT TEAM

EPIDEMIC PROTECTION TEAM
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Kimpur has attached great 
importance to information 
technologies since its 
establishment and has 
continuously invested in 
information technologies 
to incorporate the latest 
technologies.  It has ISO 
27001 Information Security 
Management System certificate 
for 4 years.

The Information Security 
Management System is 
implemented in all units of 
the company. It fulfills all the 
requirements of the Information 
Security Management System 
and checks it regularly with 
internal and external audits of 
independent organizations.
In addition, it has established 
policies to continuously improve 
the Information Security 
Management System.
Accordingly, it included the 
most up-to-date technologies 
and applications for information 
systems. The Company fulfills all 
legal requirements stipulated in 
the the Personal Data Protection 
Law and receives training and 
consultancy on PDPL from 
experts.

In line with the SAP MRP 
activities by Kimpur in 2019, 
incoming requests, future 
budgets and forecasts, stocks 
are evaluated, and the amount 
of raw materials to be purchased 

and the prices received from 
alternative supply sources are 
evaluated on the basis of the 
"total cost".
 
The Company uses SAP 
(System Analysis and Program 
Development), which is the 
world's leading ERP software, 
offering corporate business 
solutions for all operations such 
as production, stock, logistics, 
maintenance, quality, purchasing, 
domestic sales, export sales, 
foreign trade, accounting 
and finance. In addition, all 
production, stock and logistics 
operations are monitored 
instantly via SAP ERP (Enterprise 
Resource Planning) software.
The SCADA system can 
communicate with SAP, ensuring 
automation in the production.

For human resources 
applications, we utilize a 
software, named "Dakika" by 
Datasist Bilgi ve Teknolojileri A.Ş, 
running on the cloud.

The company continues 
production throughout the 
year without any interruption in 
the supply chain.  Therefore, it 
monitors the Maintenance and 
Repair activities through the 
SAP PM module under monthly 
and annual maintenance plans, 
which has led us to minimize the 
downtime.

As in production operations, 
our barcode applications are 
used in our logistics operations, 
ensuring traceability of package 
lot numbers. The warehouse 
addressing system ensures 
rapid tracking and operation, 
along with active and rapid 
logistics services provided 
by the SAP. Thus, product 
quality and traceability have 
been guaranteed. The Quality 
Assurance System is monitored 
and controlled via the QDMS 
Integrated Management System. 
Product Safety Data Sheets 
(MSDS) are prepared securely 
via CHMETER.

A reliable data provision 
infrastructure has been 
designed for all financial targets. 
Monitoring indicators (key 
performance indicator) have 
been defined with the rate 
provided by the information 
security infrastructure and the 
SAP system. Key performance 
indicators are reported to Senior 
Management on a weekly, 
monthly and annual basis. In this 
context, the budgets approved 
by the Board of Directors are 
reviewed with the same basis.

Kimpur's information systems have 
31 virtual services running on six 
physical servers with one-to-one 
backups. These servers have a 
storage capacity of 27 terabytes 
and a backup unit of 65 terabytes.   
The system has a bandwidth of 1 
Gbps and includes approximately 
185 personal computers. A central 
backup is performed for all servers 
on a daily basis, in addition to 
monthly backups at different 
locations for these systems.

Kimpur's main internet service 
provider is Türk Telekom.
Our company's factory and 
central data traffic connection 
is ensured with a end-to-end 
encipherment using Internet 
Protocol Security (IPsec) 256 Bit 
cryptographic encryption method 
via Türk Telekom fiber internet 
infrastructure.
In addition, the current fiber lines 
of Türk Telekom are backed up with 
ADSL and 4G lines.

Wireless networks are available 
for users at factory and central 
locations. Separate wireless 
networks are provided for guests.
There are solutions in regards to 
exiting from internet by the users 

and guests in accordance with Law 
no 5651.  There are many security 
solutions available from providers 
such as Kaspersky, Sophos, Fortinet 
Firewall, Netwrix, to protect our 
company's data and records.
Thanks to these security solutions, 
it is possible to secure, authorize, 
encrypt, log and protect data on 
servers and personal computers 
against attacks. In addition, it 
continues to work with DLP (Data 
Loss Prevention) applications to 
make authorization activities more 
secure. With the remote working 
environment, the authorized 
company employees are provided 
with the opportunity to actively use 
flexible working methods regardless 
of location, and this opportunity 
is also supported by an encrypted 
VPN (Virtual Private Network).

Online meeting applications are 
used for space-independent 
communication opportunities 
of all users within the company. 
These applications are supported 
by conference systems in meeting 
rooms. 2 redundant uninterruptable 
power supplies (30 minutes and 10 
hours), have been positioned and 
supported by generators.

Emergency action plans and risks 
related to information technologies 
are regularly reviewed and tested 
periodically.

Resource capacities, network 
traffic and loads are constantly 
monitored. In case of new resource 
needs, necessary procedures are 
immediately implemented and 
budgets are created for issues that 
require investment.

Controls are carried out to ensure 
that only the relevant persons can 
see and change the data related to 
various authorization methods.
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KIMPUR

THE TOTAL OF OUR 2021 
ENVIRONMENTAL INVESTMENT 

OUR ENVIRONMENTAL 
APPROACH

Emissions 
Management

Waste 
Disposal

 Consultancy

73%16% 11%

PRODUCT MANAGEMENT WATER MANAGEMENT

Producing our products with 
innovative approaches, taking 
into account both social and 
environmental factors.

Dissemination of bio-based raw 
materials in production

Protecting available water 
resources

Regularly increasing the 
practices of monitoring, 
measuring and reducing our 
water footprint

ENERGY MANAGEMENT EMISSIONS MANAGEMENT

Efficient use of energy

Continuous improvement 
of the energy management 
system

Increasing employee awareness 
on energy efficiency

Acting in accordance with the 
regulations on greenhouse gas

Increasing our monitoring, 
measurement and reduction 
practices within the scope of 
reducing carbon footprint

WASTE MANAGEMENT PLASTIC MANAGEMENT

Reducing waste generation in 
production

Reducing the rate of plastic 
use in our operations
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PRODUCT MANAGEMENT

All projects in our R&D center are 
handled in accordance with the principle 
of sustainability. When the final product 
is determined to be in a project that may 
harm society or the environment, the 
project in question is excluded from the 
scope of product management.

In accordance with the Montreal 
Protocol, an international agreement 
to combat global warming and climate 
change, we continue to use more 
environmentally friendly inflating gases, 
with the investments along with the 
encouragement of the United Nations 
Industrial Development Organization 
(UNIDO), by completely removing the 
inflating gases that harm the ozone layer 
from our products.

Project on the ultra-low density 
sneaker sole system, which provides 
a 20% weight advantage, was 
completed.
In the production of KIMrigid 
Sandwich Panel systems, bio-based 
raw materials were used at a rate of 
3.5%.

The system project, which provides a 
weight advantage of 2-7% in the final 
product in the refrigerator industry, 
was completed.

Development of bio-based and 
biodegradable products and their use in 
product applications

Utilization of products, obtained based 
on the studies on PET and polyurethane 
recycling, as polyester polyol and 
bringing them to the industry

Project on systems that consume less 
energy for the refrigerator industry

Completion of 3% energy saving system 
work upon the upgrade from CP 70 to 
CP 95

Completion of ultra-low density slipper 
system project that provides 20% 
weight advantage

Completion of projects on the use 
of bio-based polyols in refrigerator 
systems

Infrastructure projects for HFO-based 
systems

Initiation of system projects with the 
utilization of recycled polyurethane 
waste in refrigerator systems

OUR PROJECTS IN 2021  PROJECTS IN 2022
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WATER MANAGEMENT

Water is one of the most important substances 
for the continuation of life in the world and is the 
most valuable resource for human life. In a world 
where water resources are depleted or access to 
water resources is difficult, the life of living things 
is in danger. Agricultural and industrial activities 
become unsustainable. With this awareness, we 
measure our water consumption and perform 
activities to reduce water consumption.

2020 WATER 
FOOTPRINT

QUANTITY 
(TONS/YEAR) %

Blue Water Footprint 8,553 12

Gray Water Footprint 60,878 88

Total 69,431 100

2021 WATER 
FOOTPRINT

QUANTITY 
(TONS/YEAR) %

Blue Water Footprint 11,867 15

Gray Water Footprint 69,915 85

Total 81,782 100
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ENERGY MANAGEMENT

We are aware that energy is one of the 
most important elements in environmental 
management, therefore we carry out activities 
on improvements that ensure energy 
efficiency in our processes.

Click to access our Kimpur Energy Policy.

We achieved a great 
success in 2020, when 
we initiated our projects 
on energy saving. Our 
energy saving rates in 
2020 and 2021 were 
11.58% and 7.06%, 
respectively.

YEARS ENERGY 
CONSUMPTION

REALIZED SPECIFIC 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

(TEP/ TON)

2020 1,600 0.0176

2021 1,714 0.0164
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CARBON MANAGEMENT

Our company, which adopts and implements 
other internationally accepted and prestigious 
management systems, (especially the ISO 
50001 Energy Management System) using 
the Corporate Carbon Footprint Calculation 
step, has adopted the principle of reducing 
the carbon burden on the basis of years and 
targets in order to institutionally examine 
the effects of greenhouse gases and raise 
awareness of the personnel by reporting its 
activities in compliance with the sustainability 
principle, on a voluntary basis.

CO2 EMISSIONS IN 2020

TON CO2 %

Natural Gas 2,805 51%

Electric 1,995 37%

Diesel 536 10%

Flights 90 2%

Gasoline 13 0,2%

Generator and Fire Pump 11 0,2%

Fire Extinguisher 0.01 0,0%

Total 5,449 100%

CO2 EMISSIONS IN 2021

TON CO2 %

Natural Gas 3,134 53%

Electric 2,137 36%

Diesel 540 9%

Flights 114 2%

Gasoline 23 0%

Generator and Fire Pump 4 0%

Fire Extinguisher 0 0%

Total 5,953 100%
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WASTE MANAGEMENT  PLASTICS MANAGEMENT

Kimpur disposes of all wastes at its facilities in 
accordance with the laws.

Kimpur is aware of its 
environmental responsibilities 
to ensure a sustainable life for 
future generations, therefore 
it signed the Business Plastics 
Initiative (IPG) in 2021 to increase 
its environmental benefits and 
take part in the joint solution of 
the plastic problem.
 

Kimpur has determined its 
commitments as a member of 
the Business Plastics Initiative 
(IPG) to stand against plastic 
pollution, and will share them 
with the public in the coming 
years.

DISPOSAL 2020 2021

Quantity (Ton) 33.50 51.50

Quantity (ppm) 367 491

Cost (TL) 55,750 99,428

OUR COMMITMENTS

Take action to eliminate problematic 
and unnecessary plastic packaging by 
2023

Single-use plastic cups, forks, straws and water bottles will be 
completely eliminated from the cafeterias and offices at our Factory 
and Headquarters. We will reduce 600 kg of plastic in 2022 and 700 
kg in 2023.

Take action to move from disposable 
to reusable models, where applicable, 
by 2023

Intermediate bulk containers (IBC) will be washed and reused in an 
environmentally friendly and advanced technology, in accordance 
with environmental laws and awareness, in companies authorized 
by the Ministry of Environment and Forestry and operating in 
accordance with legal regulations. In this way, We will reduce plastic 
usage by 153 tons in 2022 and 170 tons in 2023.                                                                                                                 

Make all plastic packaging reusable, 
recyclable or compostable by 2023

In 2022, all of our IBC and plastic barrel packaging will be selected 
from recyclable high-density polyethylene materials. For this reason, 
we will cooperate with suppliers for recycling at recycling facilities.

Set a target for recycled plastic 
content in all plastic packaging

1- "Polyester Synthesis from Plastic Bottle Waste and Its Commercial 
Use in Polyurethane Systems" project, one of the sustainable, high 
value-added and innovative projects of our R&D Team, ranked #2 in 
the R&D Project Market held by the Istanbul Chemicals and 
Products Exporters' Association (IKMIB).
In line with this project, we will recycle 100 mt of PET in 2023.
2- By the end of 2023, we will start to coordinate with suppliers 
so that at least 10% of the plastic content in our IBC and plastic 
packaging can be elected from recycled materials.
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KIMPUR OUR SOCIAL APPROACH

To meet the needs of society 
with uncommon solutions that 
has an impact on every aspect 
of life in our business regions

To ensure all employees to 
internalize occupational health 
and safety and make it a part 
of their lives

To promote gender equality 
among all employees and 
raising awareness, to support 
women throughout their 
careers, to increase the 
employment rate of women, 
and to ensure gender equality 
in leadership.

To level up training 
development activities in all 
Kimpur's businesses, meet 
local requirements and needs, 
and help employees achieve 
their career goals and perform 
their jobs safely and effectively.

To support the needs of the 
local people in our society 
by cooperating with different 
associations and institutions

We attach importance to observe all the rights of our 
employees by adopting the necessary principles, contracts 
and principles in accordance with the standards of our 
Social Responsibility Policy, in compliance with all laws and 
regulations.

Click to access our Social Responsibility Policy.

To collaborate with different 
associations and foundations 
to support students to receive 
education regardless of gender 
and income level

To encourage the society for 
social responsibility projects 
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EMPLOYED AND LAID OFF 
EMPLOYEES Unit 2020 2021

Employed Women 3 2

Laid Off Women 5 2

Employed Male 34 45

Laid Off Male 18 24

Total - Laid Off Persons 23 26

Total - Employed Persons 37 47

Period Unit 2020 2021

Employment Period Rate Rate 10.95 12.15
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EMPLOYEES

WHITE COLLAR BLUE COLLAR

Female Employee

Social Gender Equality
(According to 124 white collar 

employees)

44% 56% 43% 57%

Gender Equality in Leadership
(Total Employees including Board of Directors, 

Directors, Executives and Coordinators)

Female EmployeeMale Employee Male Employee

https://kimpur.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Social-Responsibility-Policy-1-1.pdf


Standing for Code of Business 
Conduct, Kimpur Ethics takes 
these values into a versatile 
and clear framework by setting 
expectations and guiding our 
behavior.

We aim to enable ethical and 
legal decision processes and to 
create a respectful environment. 
We also believe that it is our duty 
to carry these values beyond 
the borders of our company. 
We believe that achieving these 
values will lead us to success.
 

The Kimpur Lion, with its upright 
and straight stance, represents 
righteousness and honesty.

The Eye reminds us that 
everyone around the world 
watches us and every employee 
must do their part meticulously. 
The compliance with the 
Code of Ethics is essential for 
both company activities and 
employees.

Kimpur Ethics regulates 
Kimpur's relations with 
its customers, employees, 
shareholders, suppliers, 
business partners, competitors, 
environment and society and 
covers the main topics of People, 
Business and Citizenship.

* To reach the Kimpur Ethics booklet, click here.

Kimpur Ethics is our code of business conduct and brings our employees 
together in line with the same values. These values are as follows:

HONESTY RESPECT FOR HUMAN PROTECTING OUR PLANET

We believe that our promise is 
our most important element. 
Our word is our guarantee.

The relationships that play 
a critical role in our success 
depend entirely on maintaining 
the highest standard 
worldwide.

We believe that all people 
are inherently valuable. Our 
employees are the driver 
of value creation. Our 
imagination, determination and 
commitment are essential for 
development.

We believe that the earth's 
resources should be protected. 
Our sustainability projects 
include the world's best 
problem solvers working on 
the world's biggest challenges.

Our decisions, innovations 
and objectives we have 
achieved are all powered by 
our principle of “Setting the 
Sustainability Standard” and 
making the world a safer, 
cleaner and greener place for 
the next generations.
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH 
AND SAFETY

We place human health above all else, aim to 
ensure all employees to internalize occupational 
health and safety and make it a part of their 
lives. Therefore, we carry out legal compliance 
and risk assessment activities with our OHS Unit, 
employee representatives and OHS Board in order 
to ensure a safe and healthy working environment 
for our employees, and we systematically monitor 
the identified risks and corrective actions. The 
ratio of the total workforce represented in our 
Occupational Health and Safety Committee is 
100%.

Our daily, weekly and monthly internal audits 
are conducted by our OHS Unit, provide regular 
trainings are given to raise awareness in our 
employees.

In order for our OHS commitments to be adopted 
at a high level of importance in our corporate 

culture, we include them in the targets of our 
relevant employees within the scope of our 
Performance Management System.
In order to minimize the risks of work accident 
and occupational disease, we use the "Near-Miss 
Reports" and "Suggestion Notification" system, 
where our employees provide OHS-related 
feedback, as well as intensive OHS trainings and 
awareness studies.

On this system, we collect contact forms 
submitted by our employees in Near Miss 
boxes and Suggestion boxes. We reward our 
employees for their contributions by choosing 
the most useful corrective action among these 
notifications. We manage all our processes related 
to occupational health and safety in a way that 
is integrated with our Occupational Health and 
Safety Policy and environmental and quality 
management systems.

Click to reach our OHS Policy.

2020 2021

Accident Frequency Rate 33.2 42.8

Accident Severity Rate 201.8 2.3

8180

EVENT / INJURY TYPE – NUMBER

Tooth Fracture ……………............................  1
Soft Tissue Injury........................ …………… 1
Tissue Irritation ........……............................  3 
Fracture ………..............................................  1
Contusion ….................................................  2
Incision ………….............................................  5
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SOCIAL GENDER EQUALITY

We aim to achieve gender equality both in 
society and in professional life, and provide equal 
rights for women and men from recruitment 
to retirement. We proceed with the approach 
of spreading gender equality among all 

employees and raising awareness, supporting 
women throughout their careers, increasing the 
employment rate of women, and increasing the 
role of women in decision-making.

In this regards, 6 female and 10 male employees 
utilized the maternity leave in 2020-2021. All of 
these employees worked at our company for at 
least 3 more months after they returned to their 
jobs.
 

In 2021, we employed disabled employees (3%) in 
our production facility in accordance with its legal 
obligations.

We are based on the principle of equality of 
opportunity and diversity, and that people are 
different from each other in many ways. We strive 
to create a fair environment within the company, 
to find equal opportunities and practices, based 
on the fact that in-house diversity is a wealth. 
We offer equal opportunities in recruitment 
processes, interviews, performance measurement 
and evaluation, career planning, promotion 
system, training and development programs and 
applied wage policy.

We take care to provide a working environment 
based on the principle of Equal Opportunity and 
Diversity, without making any discrimination 
based on gender, age, religion, race, marital status, 
philosophical belief and similar reasons.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY AND 
DIVERSITY 

PERSONNEL STRUCTURE 
(ALL PERSONNEL) RATE IN 2020 RATE IN 2021

Under 30 Years of Age 17% 14%

30-50 Years of Age 75% 78%

Over 50 7% 7%

White Collar Employees 56% 57%

Blue Collar Employee 44% 43%
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EMPLOYEES

WHITE COLLAR
Female Employee

Social Gender Equality
(According to 124 white collar 

employees)

44% 56% 43% 57%

Gender Equality in Leadership
(Total Employees including Board of Directors, 

Directors, Executives and Coordinators)

Female EmployeeMale Employee Male Employee
BLUE COLLAR



EMPLOYEE TRAINING AND 
DEVELOPMENT

The training of our employees is one of the most 
significant elements of our development. Our 
Human Resources team plans annual personal 
development, job/position-specific expertise, and 
vocational training programs to improve working 
styles for our employees, in order to bring training 
development activities to the same level in all 
Kimpur's busines lines, to meet local requirements 
and needs, and to support employees in achieving 
their career goals and performing their jobs safely 
and effectively.

UNIT 2020 2021

Total Number of Trained Personnel Persons 193 219

Total Training Hours Hours 3412.00 3619.00

Training Hours Per Person Hours 17.68 16.68

Internal 
Trainings

47.95%
External 
Trainings

52.05%

We increased the total 
training hours from  

3,412 in 2020 to  

3,619 in 2021!
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GREAT PLACE TO WORK

75% of our employees 
say Kimpur is a great 
workplace!

Based on the assessments and analysis recently 
carried out by the Great Place to Work® Institute 
in accordance with the global standards, we met 
the criteria for a great workplace with positive 
employee experience and a culture of high trust 
and were awarded the Great Place to Work® 
certificate.

We always aim for the better with our approach 
that focuses on the satisfaction and development 
of our employees.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
PROJECTS

As part of our cooperation with 
Tider (Basic Needs Association), we 
helped thousands of families during 
Ramadan.

On the International Women's 
Day, as part of our cooperation 
with the Foundation for the 
Support of Women’s Work, we 
gave away products produced 
by women's producers and 
women's cooperatives supported 
by the foundation to our female 
employees.

We sponsored the KİMSEK'21 
event and supported the Yıldız 
Technical University Chemical 
Technologies Club.  We provided 
consultancy to university 
students on Human Resources 
and R&D in the Yıldız Technical 
University, 'Resume Evaluation 
Survey’ and 'ITU Career Summit' 
events.

We provided consultancy to 
university students on Human 
Resources and R&D in the Yıldız 
Technical University, 'Resume 
Evaluation Survey', 'ITU Career 
Summit' and Youthall Digital 
Engineering Summit events.

8988

We supported TEMA's campaign 
(#yenidenyeşerteceğiz) to help the 
people who suffered from the forest 
fires that took place in our country 
and to make our country green 
again.

As part of our cooperation with 
TEMA, we purchased saplings for 
the Hatay Memorial Forest and 
donated on behalf of each of our 
employees.

On the Animal Protection Day, we 
cooperated with THKD (Turkish 
Animal Protection Association) to 
support the stray animals. 
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Due to the extinction of many 
animals, many of them injured and 
losing their habitat after the forest 
fires in our country, we supported 
the campaign, which was started 
by the HAYTAP team to save the 
animals in the region.

We joined the Earth Hour global 
movement organized by WWF 
(World Wildlife Fund). We have 
informed the society and our 
stakeholders in order to create 
social incentives.

We supported the new shelters built 
in Bursa with our cooperation with 
THKD (Turkish Animal Protection 
Association) in order to support the 
stray animals in our country.

9190

Our Kimpur team run for 
goodness! We supported 36 
children by creating a campaign 
for TEGV (Turkish Education 
Volunteers Foundation).

We supported the students by 
meeting the needs of a school 
(Fethi Gemuhluoğlu Primary 
School) for the computer, 
keyboard, mouse and printer.

Every year, we provide 
scholarship support for the 
children of our employees.

69,000 TL IN 2021

On April 23, National Sovereignty 
and Children's Day, we made the 
most valuable investment in their 
future by donating to the children's 
library as part of our cooperation 
with 1 Million Books. 

Believing that changing a child's life 
with education is the greatest gift, 
we cooperated with the Darussafaka 
Society, which has been providing 
education for children whose 
mothers or fathers are dead 
and whose financial means are 
inadequate for the future with full 
scholarship for 158 years. 
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ADDING VALUE TO 
OUR BUSINESS

OUR ECONOMIC 
APPROACH
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KIMPUR OUR ECONOMIC APPROACH

9594

EXPORT 305  581
Million TL

2020 2021
Million TL

TURKEY 634 1.6
Million TL

2020 2021
Million TL

NET SALES 939 2.2
Million TL

2020 2021
Billion TL

Net Sales Operating Profit Sales 

2.2 537 27% is
Billion TL Million TL Export

Ensuring higher levels of 
economic efficiency by 
prioritizing innovations in our 
business industries.

Creating significant economic 
value for our key stakeholders

Contributing to Turkish 
economy

Increasing the added value in 
economic fields

2021 2021
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NEW FACILITY 
INVESTMENT PROJECTS

INVESTMENTS FOR 
R&D CENTER

5796

Investment Project 
for Düzce Facility

Planned capacity

65,000 Tons
(10,000 Tons of 

Eva Granular Raw 

Material Production, 

5,000 Tons of PET 

Recycling)

Investment Project 
for Kimpur Europe 

Facility

Planned capacity 

25,000 Tons

Kimpur Gebze Factory 
Solar Energy

Approximately
15-20% energy 

saving

GC-MS and 
DSC

Device 
Investments

Investments 
for R&D 

and Quality 
Control 

Conditioning 

Laboratory 
Test 

Equipment 
Investments
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GRI INDEX CHART

GRI 101: BASIC PRINCIPLES 2016

GRI 102: GENERAL NOTICES 2016                                REFERENCES

CORPORATE PROFILE

102-1 Name of Organization Kimteks Poliüretan Sanayi ve Ticaret A.Ş.

102-2 Activities, brands, products and services Page 24-25-26-27-28-29

102-3 Location of headquarter Istanbul / Turkey

102-4 Locations of production centers Page 21

102-5 Nature of property and legal structure Incorporated Company

102-6 Markets Page 20

102-7 Scale of Organization Page 10

102-8 Information on employees and other workers Page 74

102-9 Supply Chain Page 38-39-46

102-10 Changes in the organization and supply chain Page 44-45-46-47-48

102-11 Precautionary principle Page 52

102-12 External initiatives Page 86-91

102-13 Corporate memberships

IMMIB (ISTANBUL MINING AND METALS EXPORTERS' 
ASSOCIATION) AYSAD (FOOTWEAR INDUSTRIAL ASSOCIATION)
PDA (THE POLYUREA DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION EUROPE) 
PMA POLYURETHANE MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION) 
CHAMBER OF INDUSTRY IN KOCAELI, IPG (BUSINESS WORLD 
PLASTIC INITIATIVE)

STRATEGY

102-14 Statement from the top decision maker Page 8

102-15 Key impacts, risks and opportunities Page 54

ETHICS AND INTEGRITY

102-16 Values, principles, standards and behavior 
norms Page 12-13-76

102-17 Mechanisms related to ethics Page 76

GOVERNANCE

102-18 Management Structure Page 40-41

STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT

102-40 List of stakeholder groups Page 50-51

102-41 Collective labor agreements None. 

102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders Page 50-51

102-43 Stakeholder engagement approach Page 50-51

102-44 Key issues and stakeholder priorities Page 44

GRI 103 MANAGEMENT APPROACHES 2016

GRI 200-300-400 STANDARDS IN THE 2016 REPORT

GRI 200 ECONOMIC STANDARDS SERIES

GRI 103 
MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016              

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 201 
ECONOMICAL
PERFORMANCE 2016

201-1 Economic value created and distributed 
201-4 Financial support from the government 

Page 94-95-96-97
Not included in the report.

GRI 103 
MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 204 
PURCHASING 
APPLICATIONS    
2016

204-1 Local supplier spending rates Not included in the report.

GRI 103 
MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

RI 205 FIGHTING 
AGAINST 
CORRUPTION 2016

205-2 Training and Communication on anti-
corruption policies and procedures Page 76-77

REPORTING

102-45 All entities included in consolidated balance 
sheets or equivalent documents Page 102

102-46 Defining report content and subject boundaries Page 2

102-47 List of priority topics Page 44

102-48 Repetitive information No repetitive information.

102-49 Changes in reporting No change.

102-50 Reporting period 2019 2021

102-51 Date of previous report 2018 2020

102-52 Reporting cycle Once a year

102-53 Contact information for questions about the 
report and its content Page 102

102-54 Compliance option based on GRI Standards Page 2

102-55 GRI content index Page 98-99-100-101

102-56 External assurance is available on our website. None.
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GRI 300 ENVIRONMENTAL STANDARDS SERIES

GRI 103 
MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 301 
MATERIALS 2016

301-1 Weight and volume of materials 
301-2 Recycled input materials 

Not included in the report. 
Not included in the report.

GRI 103 
MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 302
ENERGY 2016

302-1 Energy consumed in the organization 
302-5 Reductions in energy requirements for 
products and services

Page 66-67
Page 66-67

GRI 103 
MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 303
WATER 2016

303-1 Total water usage by source
303-3  Amount of water recycled and reused

Page 64-65
Page 64-65

GRI 103 
MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 305 EMISSONS 
2016

305-1 Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
(Scope 1)
305-2 Direct greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
(Scope 2)

Page 68-69
Page 68-69

GRI 103 
MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 306 WASTES
2016 306-2 Waste by type and disposal method Page 70-71

GRI 103 
MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

ENVIRONMENTAL 
ASSESSMENT 2016

308-1 Suppliers audited based on 
environmental criteria None.

GRI 400 SOCIAL STANDARDS SERIES

GRI 103 MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 401
EMPLOYMENT 2016

401-1 Benefits provided to full-time employees 
(not provided to temporary or part-time 
employees).
401-3 Employees on maternity leave

Page 74
None.
Page 81

GRI 103 MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 403 OCCUPATIONAL 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 2016

Percentage of total workforce represented on 
formal joint management-worker health and 
safety committees.
Types and rates of injury, occupational diseases, 
lost days and work-related deaths

Page 78-79

Page 78-79

GRI 103 MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 404 EDUCATION
AND TEACHING 2016

404-1 Average training hours of an employee 
per year 
404-2 Talent management and lifelong learning 
programs that support the development of 
employees 
404-3 Percentage of employees subject to 
regular performance and career development 
reviews

Page 82-83

Page 82-83

Page 82-83

GRI 103 MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 405 DIVERSITY AND 
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY 2016

405-1 Diversity in management groups and 
employees Page 81

GRI 103 MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 412 HUMAN RIGHTS 
ASSESSMENTS 2016

412-2 Training provided to employees on human 
rights policies and procedures

GRI 103 MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 413 LOCAL
SOCIETIES 2016

413-1 Operations, impact analyzes and 
development programs in relation to the local 
community

Page 76-82-83

GRI 103 MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 414 SUPPLIER SOCIAL 
ASSESSMENT 2016 414-1 Suppliers audited based on social criteria None.

GRI 103 MANAGEMENT
APPROACHES 2016

103-1 Priority issues and their boundaries 
103-2 Management approaches and annexes
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach

Page 44
Page 6-38
Page 51-84-45

GRI 419 SOCIOECONOMIC 
ADAPTATION 2016

419-1 Non-compliance with laws and regulations 
in the social and economic field Page 31-43-46-48-76-78
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Head Office
Emniyet Evleri Mah. Eski Büyükdere Cad. Sapphire Plaza 

No: 1/4 Kat: 19 Daire: 1 34415 Kağıthane / İstanbul

Factory 
Gebze Plastikçiler Organize Sanayi Bölgesi İnönü Mah. 

Cumhuriyet Caddesi Balçık Yolu Üzeri 7. Cadde No: 43 

41400 Gebze / Kocaeli

Gaziantep Branch
Sanayi Mah. Modern Sanayi Sitesi 60363 Nolu Cad. 

Zemin Kat No: 82

Şehitkamil / Gaziantep

Kimpur RUS&CIS
ul. Leninskaya Sloboda, 19, Office 21P3 Business Center 

“Omega Plaza” Moscow 115280 Russia

sustainability@kimpur.com

www.kimpur.com


